
SECRET “BUNKER-42” TAGANSKY   

VENUE in Moscow  



WHY TSAR EVENTS? 

The only CMP (Certified Meeting Professional) in 

Russia 

 

The DMCP (Destination Management Certified 

Professional) in Russia 

 

World Travel Awards Winner 2012, 2013, 2014 

 

Member of HOSTS Global Alliance  



RUSSIA SURVIVALGUIDE book  
  

                             
by Alexander Rodionov, Managing Director of Tsar Events 

The Only Book you need to read  

before you visit Russia! 

Available on  



LOCATION 

 

 

  

 

Located in the city center just 20 

mins from Kremlin, in the regular 

Moscow residential area.  



Unforgettable tour through the secret 

tunnels and halls of  secret «Taganskiy» 

Bunker, this bunker takes more than 

7000sq.m. 

Located 65m below the ground in the 

Moscow downtown.  

You will listen to the history of secret  

«Tagansky» bunker and it’s place in the Cold 

war and will receive the answers to all your 

questions. In addition to a captivating tour 

you will watch a movie about the Cold war. 

You will also learn about the construction of 

the secured post, about its life and 

functioning during those tough days.  

CONCEPT 





OPTION 1:  
“CLASSIFICATION CODE REMOVED” 

The tour is dedicated to the history of confrontation between the two nuclear powers - the 

Soviet Union and the United States. 

The tour takes place in blocks of a bunker at a depth of 65 meters below the ground. You will 

learn how bunker was designed to be protected from the effects of a nuclear explosion and see 

the amazing engineering structures.  



OPTION 1:  
“CLASSIFICATION CODE REMOVED” 

Feel what is was like to be a part of a secret location, understand how the staff 

worked.  

Have a unique opportunity to examine the only existing real size replica of the 

first Soviet atomic bomb RDS-1, which was made in the early 1950s.  

Experience a simulated explosion of a nuclear bomb and the launch of a 

nuclear missile. 

Feel for yourself, how close was the world to a third world nuclear war.  

The tour will not leave you indifferent. 

 

Tour Duration - 1.25 minutes. 



The tour tells about the beginning of the Cold War, when the United States dropped a 

nuclear bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, showing their advantage over the Soviet 

Union in nuclear weapons.  

 

During the tour, visitors will learn about the history of rocketry, view a copy of the first 

Soviet atomic bomb in full size.  

OPTION 2:  

“MISSION “BUNKER-42” 
” 



Learn all about the arms race between the two countries and to what major 

scientific discoveries it has led, learn  the story of the construction of 

underground facilities in the Soviet Union.  

Pass through the office of Joseph Stalin, which was recreated from original 

sketches. 

Tour Duration - 1.25 minutes. 

OPTION 2:  

“MISSION “BUNKER-42” 
” 



OPTION 3: 
MISSION “BUNKER-42” +“SOVIET RUSSIA” 
Excursion "Bunker-42" will be continued with a performance of military "Red 

Army” choir.   

 

The performance will last for 20 - 25 minutes; the choir will wear Green Russian 

Military uniform and will perform famous traditional Russian songs like “Kalinka”.  

 

Separately guests will be served vodka shots with traditiona 

 Russian appetizers.   

 

Duration of excursion - 2 hours. 

 



OPTION 4:  
LEGENDS OF HISTORY: SECRET BUNKERS OF MOSCOW  

 

You will have a chance to visit two legendary secret bunkers from soviet times,  

Tagansky Bunker-42 and Stalins Bunker 1941-1945.  

 

Tagansky Bunker-42  Stalins Bunker 1941-1945 



 

 

Stalin’s Bunker 

 
Stalin’s Bunker, located in Izmaylovskoe highway (near Izmaylovsky market), was built in 

30s of the XX-th century below the Sport's stadium as a part of national military defensive 

program. It is connected with Kremlin by a tunnel of 17 kilometers length. Inside, the bunker 

is equipped with elevators and separate technical floor. Today it operates as a indoor 

museum and venue, and opened only on special requests.  

 

OPTION 4:  
LEGENDS OF HISTORY: SECRET BUNKERS OF MOSCOW  



Scenario:  

 

-Visit Stalins Bunker (excursion)  

-City tour on the way to Tagansky Bunker  

-Visit Secret Tagansky Bunker (excursion 

Bunker-42)  

-Military Lunch at Tagansky bunker  

-Surprise: Red Army Choir  

Recommended for groups from 20- 30pax  

Duration 4-5 Hours  

OPTION 4:  
LEGENDS OF HISTORY: SECRET BUNKERS OF MOSCOW  



RED ARMY CHOIR  

Red Army Choir, consisting  approximately of 10 - 16 men. The choir will wear Green 

Russian Military uniform (or Russian Naval Officers Blue uniform) and will perform 

upon the group arrival, during the dinner or special event. 

 

The performance will last for 20 - 25 minutes. 



VODKA TASTING  

Vodka has been an integral part and essential attribute of Russian life 

for centuries. You will have a fascinating insight into the Russian 

history, culture and drinking traditions. 



CONFERENCE or MEETING IN TAGANSKY BUNKER  

Unique possibility to organize your event, meeting, conference in the 

halls of secret bunker.   

 

Meeting space:  

“Yellow Hall” 

-300 sq.m 

-up to 250 pax  

 

“Green Hall” 

-80 sq.m 

-up to 50 pax   

 

“Dialog Hall” 

-22 sq.m 

-up to 16 pax  

 

  



CONFERENCE or MEETING IN TAGANSKY BUNKER  

“White Hall” 

-310 sq.m 

-up to 200-250 pax  



CONFERENCE or MEETING IN TAGANSKY BUNKER  

“Red Hall” 

-300 sq.m 

-up to 150- 200 pax  



OUR CONTACTS 

TSAR EVENTS DMC & PCO 
Meetings, Congresses, Incentives, 
& Corporate Events in Russia 
Destination Management Certified Professional 
58, Moika Embankment, Office #509 
RUS-190000 ST. PETERSBURG 
Tel.      +7 (812) 449 96 50 
info@tsar-events.com 
www.tsar-events.com 
Member of AHK, ICCA, MPI, SITE, HOSTS  GLOBAL ALLIANCE™ 
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